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This annotated listing of books is intended as a reference for anyone seeking an authoritative introduction to population and family planning information, as a world, family, or individual concern. For each entry, the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) is provided if available. The number preceding each reference represents the classification and call number of that book according to the Katharine Dexter McCormick Library system, a system designed specifically for family planning libraries. The content areas include: (1) birth control methods; (2) sterilization; (3) abortion; (4) infertility and the childless couple; (5) religious and ethical aspects; (6) genetics; (7) human reproduction; (8) andrology, gynecology, and obstetrics; (9) women's health; (10) women's movement; (11) birth control movement; (12) human sexuality; (13) human sexuality and the handicapped; (14) sexual abuse; (15) sexually transmitted diseases; (16) sexuality education for children; (17) sexuality education for teenagers; (18) sexuality education for young adults; (19) sexuality education for parents; (20) teenagers; (21) parenting; (22) professional education for sexuality educators; (23) professional education for health care services; (24) population; (25) population education; and (26) national fertility studies. Eight general reference books (e.g., a physician's desk reference, a medical dictionary, a sourcebook of sex therapy) and a list of publishers are also included. (LLL)
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[Class No. 8.30]
BIRTH CONTROL METHODS

2.1 CONTRACEPTIVE TECHNOLOGY, 1988-1989, 14th rev. ed.,
comprehensive survey of all current family planning methods with
their advantages and disadvantages, contraindications and efficacy
rates. Chapters on ethical implications, STDs, adolescent preg-
nancy, human sexuality, contraceptive research, clinic management,
AIDS in family planning, and more.

2.1 DIRECTORY OF CONTRACEPTIVES, International Planned Par-
86089-043-0. Lists the contraceptive brand names widely available
in each country (of population exceeding 100,000) of the world.
Brands are classified by contraceptive type. Textual segments are in
English, French and Spanish.

2.1 FERTILITY CONTROL, Stephen L. Corson, Richard J. Darman and
Federation of America at $19.95.) A definitive reference for all levels
of health care professionals. This comprehensive work includes
useful clinical material on all methods of fertility regulation and ex-
amines special issues: ethical aspects; medico-legal aspects and
risk reduction in family planning practice; statistical aspects of the
evaluation of safety and effectiveness of methods; early pregnancy
detection past, present and future.

2.12 INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTION: ADVANCES AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS, Gerald L. Zatuchni et al., eds. Philadelphia: Harper
Medical/Lippincott, 1985. 504 p. $25.00. ISBN 0-06-142906-6. Pro-
cceedings of an international workshop. Specialists present papers
on: worldwide experience with IUDs; government regulations; com-
parative clinical trials; current research; and medical problems.

2.1 LONG-ACTING CONTRACEPTIVE DELIVERY SYSTEMS, Gerald
ISBN 0-06-142905-8. Presents the proceedings of a recent interna-
tional workshop. Papers report on polymeric, injectable, implant,
vaginal and other long-acting contraceptive delivery systems. Clin-
ical experiences and professional views are offered.

2.1 MAKING CHOICES: EVALUATING THE HEALTH RISKS AND
BENEFITS OF BIRTH CONTROL METHODS, New York: Alan
Guttmacher Institute, 1983. 72 p. $6.00. Provides realistic estimates
of the risks and benefits associated with the various methods of
contraception, with sterilization and abortion, and with unintended
pregnancy and childbirth in the event that no method is used. Text
and charts are utilized to clarify the issues and data.

2.13 THE NEW NO-PILL, NO RISK BIRTH CONTROL, rev. ed., Nona
natural family planning containing the latest information on repro-
ductive physiology, NFP effectiveness and lactation's role in fertility
control. Offers practical information on methods of charting fertile
periods for those with normal and irregular menstrual cycles. In-
cludes stories of the experiences of numerous couples.
STERILIZATION


ABORTION


OUR RIGHT TO CHOOSE: TOWARD A NEW ETHIC OF ABORTION, Beverly Wildung Harrison. Boston: Beacon Press, 1983. 334 p. $18.95. ISBN 0-8070-1508-3. $10.95 (pbk). ISBN 0-8070-1509-1. Combining ethical, historical, religious and feminist viewpoints, the argument is presented that every woman’s right to reproductive freedom and self-determination, including access to abortion, is a social good to which all women are entitled.

TAKING CHANCES: ABORTION AND THE DECISION NOT TO CONTRACEPT, Kristin Luker. Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1976. 207 p. $6.95. ISBN 0-520-03594-1. Suggests that risk-taking behavior regarding contraception is only one of a variety of similar risk-taking behaviors that ordinary people regularly engage in; therefore, not using contraception is more a social than a technological problem.

INFERTILITY AND THE CHILDLESS COUPLE


ADOPTION FACTBOOK: UNITED STATES DATA, ISSUES, REGULATIONS AND RESOURCES, National Committee for Adoption. Washington, D.C.: NCA, 1985. 171 p. $25.00. Compilation of information on various aspects of adoption in the U.S., much of it previously unavailable. Includes statistics, summaries of adoption laws and regulations, a list of resources and organizations supporting adoption generally and for special groups, and discussion of current issues.

2.2 HOW TO GET PREGNANT, Sherman Silber. New York: Warner Books, 1981. 229 p. $8.95. ISBN 0-446-38228-0. A renowned specialist explains fully and simply, with clear illustrations, the normal functioning of the male and female reproductive systems and the malfunctions that can result in infertility. Includes case histories and answers to the most frequently asked questions.


2.2 MIRACLE BABIES AND OTHER HAPPY ENDINGS FOR COUPLES WITH FERTILITY PROBLEMS, Mark Perloe and Linda Gail Christie. New York: Rawson. 275 p. $17.95. ISBN 0-89256-301-X. An obstetrician explains for the general reader causes of infertility in males and females and some recently developed treatments. Includes information on artificial insemination, in vitro fertilization, embryo transfer, and surrogate motherhood.


RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL ASPECTS


GENETICS


HUMAN REPRODUCTION


ANDROLOGY, GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS

ADVANCES IN CLINICAL OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY, VOL. 2, Howard J. Ososky, ed. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1984. 312 p. $49.50. ISBN 0-683-06656-0. The volumes in this series are intended to help provide important information about the current state of knowledge in key areas of ob/gyn and help keep clinicians abreast of new developments.


GYNECOLOGIC SURGERY UNDER LOCAL ANESTHESIA, A. Jefferson Penfield. Baltimore: Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1986. 200 p. $35.00. ISBN 0-8067-1591-X. Directed at the practicing gynecologist, text discusses the options for anesthesia, surgical technique and equipment and reviews outpatient facilities. Describes several of the most frequently performed operations in gynecology, focusing on abortion and sterilization procedures.


WOMEN'S HEALTH


3.11 ESTROGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY. R. Don Gambrell, Jr.  


2.6a IT’S YOUR BODY: A WOMAN’S GUIDE TO GYNECOLOGY. Niels L.3.2 Lauer sen and Steven Wiltzine. New York: Berkley/Putnam, 1985. 576 p. $4.95. ISBN 0-425-08982-7. This guide to all aspects of the gynecological process, written for women with an emphasis on self-education, provides detailed information, suggestions and instructions on such topics as choosing a gynecologist, the physical exam, specified medical problems, contraception, abortion, sex and sexual dysfunctions, and testing. Diagrams and sketches are included.

3.11 LIVING WITH ENDOMETRIOSIS: HOW TO COPE WITH THE PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL CHALLENGES. Kate Weinstein. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1987. 313 p. $10.95. ISBN 0-201-19810-X. This comprehensive guide, addressed to those who have experienced the myriad physical and emotional complications of endometriosis, provides an overview of information on the reproductive system and menstruation, with current medical knowledge of the disease. Includes personal experiences of women who cope and live with symptoms. Appendices include a glossary of diagnostic procedures, a list of resource organizations and bibliographies of lay and professional reading.


WOMEN'S MOVEMENT


BIRTH CONTROL MOVEMENT

BIRTH CONTROL IN AMERICA: THE CAREER OF MARGARET SANGER, David M. Kennedy. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1970. $11.95. ISBN 0-300-01495-3-Y-241. Well-documented history of the birth control movement, especially as it was influenced by Margaret Sanger's thought and character. Discusses the impact of the movement on organized religion, the medical profession, and the law, as initial antipathy gave way to qualified acceptance.


70 YEARS OF FAMILY PLANNING IN AMERICA: A CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS, Planned Parenthood Federation of America. New York: PPFA, 1986. 24 p. $3.00. A textual history is combined with reproductions of old photographs to highlight the critical events depicting the struggle for reproductive freedom to include new threats about this basic right. The chronological presentation emphasizes the timeframe of major events.

*Out-of-print but an excellent reference

HUMAN SEXUALITY


MORE JOY OF SEX: LOVEMAKING COMPANION TO THE JOY OF SEX, updated ed., Alex Comfort. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1987. 216 p. $17.95. ISBN 0-517-56690-7. This illustrated manual explains the language of the body and how it can be used to overcome difficulties, to develop the uses of physical sensations, and to get sexual identity and needs straight. Discusses resources for therapy and people with special needs.


HUMAN SEXUALITY AND THE HANDICAPPED

AN EASY GUIDE FOR CARING PARENTS: SEXUALITY AND SOCIALIZATION, Lyn McKee and Virginia Blackledge. Walnut Creek, Calif.: Planned Parenthood: Shasta-Diablo, 1981. 56 p. $5.95. A book for parents of people with mental handicaps to help them guide their children toward greater sexual and social responsibility.

AN EASY GUIDE TO LOVING CAREFULLY FOR MEN AND WOMEN, Lyn McKee, Winifred Kempton and Lynne Stiggall. Walnut Creek, Calif.: Planned Parenthood: Shasta-Diablo, 1980. 61 p. $5.95. An easy-to-read book about women's and men's bodies, about sexual feelings, and about birth control for low-level literacy readers or the mentally disabled.

LOVE, SEX AND BIRTH CONTROL FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED: A GUIDE FOR PARENTS, 2nd rev. ed., Winifred Kempton, Medora S. Bass and Sol Gordon. New York: Planned Parenthood Federation of America, 1985. 40 p. $2.95. Suggestions on how to satisfy the child's curiosity about sex and how to prepare him or her to develop into an adult able to respond to love and affection when and where appropriate.

SEX EDUCATION & COUNSELING FOR MENTALLY HANDICAPPED PEOPLE, Ann Craft and Michael Craft. Austin, Texas: Pro Ed, 1983. 322 p. $18.00. ISBN-0-8391-1773-6. This collection of writings of experts in the field makes clear the new direction to be taken in terms of counseling, birth control techniques and the special role in training professional and paraprofessional staff who work with the mentally handicapped. Discusses marriage, reproduction, institutional policies, sterilization and consent for surgical procedures. Includes practical suggestions for implementing seminars and workshops for training staff and key personnel.

SEXUAL ABUSE

THE EDUCATOR'S GUIDE TO PREVENTING CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE, Mary Nelson and Kay Clark, eds. Santa Cruz, Calif.: Network Publications, 1986. 210 p. $19.95. ISBN 0-941816-17-6. A collection of writings by experts in the field. Targeted to the teacher, health educator, parent, some of the issues illustrated include a history of public perceptions of sexual abuse, children as sex objects, the role of parents and educators in abuse prevention, and formulation of prevention programs.


NO MORE SECRETS: PROTECTING YOUR CHILD FROM SEXUAL ASSAULT, Caren Adams and Jennifer Fay. San Luis Obispo, Calif.: Impact, 1981. 90 p. $4.95. ISBN 0-915166-24-0. Explains the nature of sexual assault and presents guidelines for parents to explain it to their children. Using a situational approach, suggestions are made for protecting children from sexual abuse from strangers, babysitters, relatives, other children, and others. Provides a list of child abuse resources and services.


SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES


SEXUALITY EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN


SEXUALITY EDUCATION FOR TEENAGERS


7.32.12 GROWING AND CHANGING: A HANDBOOK FOR PRETEENS, Kathy McCoy and Charles Wibbelsman. New York: Perigee Books, 1986. 159 p. $9.95. ISBN 0-399-51280-2. Presents information on the physical and emotional changes of puberty in a frank, yet sympathetic, manner. Illustrated with drawings, a question-and-answer format is used to describe individual variations in the changes in males and females, general hygiene, proper weight maintenance, common adolescent medical problems, and ways to cope with communicating worries and fears to parents and health professionals.


7.32.12 MOM, I'M PREGNANT, Reni L. Witt and Jeannine Masterson Michael. New York: Stein & Day, 1982. 239 p. $6.95. ISBN 0-8218-6173-6. A guide for teens who are pregnant, or who think they may be, to the options available to them: marriage, keeping the baby, adoption, foster care, abortion. Outlines in a clear, understanding manner the advantages and disadvantages of all the choices, allowing a teenager to make an educated decision.


7.32.12 SEX, DRUGS AND AIDS, Oralee Wachter. New York: Bantam Books, 1987. 76 p. $3.95. ISBN 0-553-34454-4. This work for teenagers is based on the video of the same name. The transmission of AIDS is explained in a vivid and candid style, through photos and easy-to-read text. Includes interviews with people whose lives have been touched by the disease.

7.31.2  TEENAGE SEXUALITY: OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS, Neal Ber- 
1  ISBN 0-89908-405-2. Focuses on recent debates over adolescent 
1988  sexuality. Using articles espousing different points of view as an 
2.3  exercise in critical thinking for high school-aged and older readers, 
19.5  many topics are explored, such as: teens' views of sexuality, sex 
19.5  education and its effectiveness, school-based clinics, pregnancy 
19.5  prevention strategies and more.

7.32.12  THE WHAT'S HAPPENING TO MY BODY? BOOK FOR BOYS — 
M3.8  NEW EDITION, Lynda Madaras. New York: Newmarket Press, 
1987  937858-99-4. A growing up guide for parents, preteen and young 
1987  teen sons explaining the changes accompanying sexual development. Drawings and diagrams, anecdotes and true-life experiences assist to illustrate. Gives special attention to the role a mother can 
1987  play in educating her son.

7.32.12  THE WHAT'S HAPPENING TO MY BODY? BOOK FOR GIRLS — 
M3.8  NEW EDITION, Lynda Madaras with Area Madaras. New York: 
1987  (pbk). ISBN 0-937858-98-6. Designed to be read by nine- to thir- 
1987  teen-year-olds and as a reference book parents can use with their 
1987  preteen daughters, this details the physiological changes in the 
1987  female body during puberty. Includes a chapter on puberty in boys 
1987  and one on sexuality.

SEXUALITY EDUCATION FOR YOUNG ADULTS

7.32.2  LEARNING ABOUT SEX: THE CONTEMPORARY GUIDE FOR 
K4  YOUNG ADULTS, Gary F. Kelly. Woodbury, N.Y.: Barron's Educa-
1977  trated guide which includes basic anatomy and physiology and a 
1977  glossary of sexual terms. Also discusses controversial issues includ-
1977  ing sexual lifestyles and preferences, premarital sex, birth control 
1977  methods, masturbation, and concepts of masculinity and femininity.

7.3  McCARY'S HUMAN SEXUALITY, 4th ed., Stephen P. McCary and 
1982  $33.75. ISBN 0-534-01108-X. This text presents a straightforward, 
1982  unbiased, and non-judgmental presentation of the facts. HUMAN 
1982  SEXUALITY STUDY GUIDE, $11.00. INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE, 
1982  limited to instructor's request.

7.32.13  SEX AND HUMAN LIFE, 2nd ed., Eric T. Pengelley with foreword 
1978  ISBN 0-201-05770-0. The book's intention is to help students of 
1978  college age understand the biological, psychological and political 
1978  aspects of human sexuality.

7.31.2  YOUR CHOICE: A YOUNG WOMAN'S GUIDE TO MAKING DECI- 
H1  SIONS ABOUT UNMARRIED PREGNANCY, Caryl Hansen. New 
1980  though the stated audience is the "young, unmarried, pregnant 
1980  woman," the language, tone and case studies are aimed at the 
1980  teenager. Written in an informal, first-person voice, this presents 
1980  many of the choices the pregnant single woman will have to make.
### SEXUALITY EDUCATION FOR PARENTS

| 7.32 | RAISING A CHILD CONSERVATIVELY IN A SEXUALLY PERMISSIVE WORLD, Sol Gordon and Judith Gordon. New York: Fireside Books/Simon & Schuster, 1986. 233 p. $7.95 (pbk). ISBN 0-671-62797-X. For omen% who want to be the principal sex educators of their children, communicating their own values and attitudes about sexuality in their families while recognizing schools, religious groups and community agencies as assistant educators. Reviews the most common questions that children, preteens and adolescents ask about sexuality. |
| 7.32.2 | STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART: HOW TO TALK TO YOUR TEENAGERS ABOUT LOVE AND SEX, Carol Cassell. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1987. 254 p. $16.95. ISBN 0-671-60521-6. A sexuality educator explains ways in which parents can broach difficult subjects relating to sexuality and love to their adolescent children. Addresses topics such as dating, emotional exploitation, surviving heartbreak, contraception, unwanted pregnancy and STDs. Includes "practice sessions" for parents to prepare answers to questions their teens might ask. |
| 7.31.2 | TALKING WITH YOUR TEENAGER: A BOOK FOR PARENTS, | Ruth Bell and Leni Zeiger Wildflower. New York: Random House, 1984. 150 p. $8.95. ISBN 0-394-71605-1. Written by health educators who have taught and counseled adolescents and their families. Provides detailed information about puberty, adolescent emotional health, sexuality, drug and alcohol use, and eating disorders so that parents can discuss these issues knowledgeably and sympathetically with their teenagers. Includes first-person accounts by parents of their interaction with teenagers. |
TEENAGERS


7.31.2 EL EMBARAZO PRECOZ/CHILDBEARING AMONG HISPANIC TEENAGERS IN THE UNITED STATES, Katherine Fennelly Darabi. New York: Center for Population and Family Health, 1987. 34 p. $5.00. A comprehensive factbook which summarizes the latest data on sexual activity, pregnancy, abortion, childbearing and birth control use among Hispanic teenagers in the U.S.


TEENAGE PREGNANCY IN INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES, Elise F. Jones et al. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1986. 310 p. $30.00. ISBN 0-300-03705-8. This study, sponsored by The Alan Guttmacher Institute, explores reasons why rates of adolescent pregnancy are higher in the U.S. than in almost any of the other thirty-five developed countries examined. Examines factors that might lead to teen childbearing and abortion as well as policies that might lead to their reduction.


PARENTING

AND BABY MAKES TWO: MOTHERHOOD WITHOUT MARRIAGE, Sharyne Merritt and Linda Steiner. New York: Franklin Watts, 1984. 264 p. $16.95. ISBN 0-531-09847-8. Through interviews with one hundred single mothers, thoughts are revealed about: the decision to become pregnant or adopt a child; being a mother; artificial insemination; adoption; pregnancy; father’s rights; finances; responses of friends and family. An appendix explains the various legal issues surrounding motherhood without marriage.

BIRTH OVER THIRTY, Sheila Kitzinger. New York: Penguin, 1985. 182 p. $5.95. ISBN 0-14-037610-7. Compiled from numerous women’s own experiences, this study of childbirth from the viewpoint of the older mother highlights such such topics as: physical, social and emotional changes that occur with pregnancy; dealing with doctors and midwives; the emotional implications of having a baby after thirty; involving the father in the baby’s arrival; and challenges facing single mothers.

THE DEVELOPING FATHER: EMERGING ROLES IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY, Bryan E. Robinson and Robert L. Barret. New York: Guilford Press, 1986. 224 p. $14.95. ISBN 0-89862-905-5. Assembles some of the growing body of research on the roles of fathers, the broadening range of acceptable behavior for both sexes, and examines many types of contemporary fathers to include stepfathers, gay fathers, and teenage fathers. Includes a comprehensive list of resources available to fathers.

2.6a PREGNANCY AFTER THIRTY, Mary Anderson. Boston: Faber and Faber, 1984. 124 p. $7.95. ISBN 0-571-13355-X. An obstetrician appraises the situation for the older woman planning her first pregnancy. Among areas discussed are fertility, prenatal care, genetic considerations, diagnostic techniques, labor, breast feeding, and contraception. Includes a chapter especially for the partner and one on the newborn baby.


3.12 PREGNANCY NINE TO FIVE, Susan Schiffer Stautberg. New York: Fireside Books/Simon & Schuster, 1985. 238 p. $7.95. ISBN 0-671-52413-5. A guide for the pregnant working woman offering advice on how to cope with job, baby and family demands and how to get the most from each. Discusses the decision to become pregnant, planning for maternity leave, the physical changes of pregnancy, childcare arrangements, and returning to work.


PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION —

SEXUALITY EDUCATORS

COMMUNICATING ABOUT SEXUALITY: PARENT AND CHILD/GUIDE FOR TRAINING FAMILY EDUCATORS AND COUNSELORS, Anne Wuerhcer and Phyllis R. Goldman. Farmington, Conn.: University of Connecticut Health Center, 1981. 174 p. $10.00. A guide to train family life educators and counselors to help parents become the primary sexuality educators of their children. A comprehensive overview of a program of instruction, from its earliest stages through its implementation, with emphasis on communication skills.


SEXUALITY EDUCATION AND TRAINING: THEORY, TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES, Joan Helmich and Jan Loreen-Martin. Seattle: Planned Parenthood of Seattle-King County, 1978. 117 p. $8.50. Extensive description of basic teaching techniques with elaboration on variations, methods of adaptation and the possible effect of each technique on the group, the individual, the content and the facilitator.


PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION —
HEALTH CARE SERVICES

1984 $34.50. ISBN 0-8067-1351-8. Provides a view of all aspects of adolescent medicine for day-to-day office use. Includes model questionnaires to be used in initial interviews, history and physical examination forms, and patient handouts on contraception.

1985 Emphasizes sexual behavior, professional awareness, adolescent reproductive care, nutrition, drug abuse, and counseling and educational services. Includes statistics.


1985 173 p. $14.00. Among counseling techniques are those for male partners, non-English speaking patients and repeat aborters. Information on handling burnout and harassment from anti-abortion activists.

1985 $14.95. An easy-to-use, quick referral text that reviews the fundamentals of pregnancy counseling and diagnosis. Designed to help professionals guide their clients in the most caring and sensitive manner through the many issues that can arise about pregnancy.

3.61 EVALUATION GUIDEBOOK FOR FAMILY PLANNING INFORMATION AND EDUCATION PROJECTS, Claire D. Brindis et al. San Francisco: Center for Population and Reproductive Health Policy, Institute for Health Policy Studies, University of California/San Francisco, 1986; dist. by Education Program Associates, Campbell, Calif. 174 p. $10.00. This handbook for the family planning program administrator provides detailed instructions for the design, implementation and interpretation of statistical program evaluation methods. Includes an annotated bibliography on evaluation, data collection and statistical analysis.

1986 Offers technical information on all methods of contraception and the delivery of reproductive health services for nurses, midwives and other auxiliary health care professionals.

1977 80 p. $3.00. ISBN 0-666-24123-1. Developed to help the practicing obstetrician assemble and interpret the information necessary for appropriate clinical recommendations to pregnant workers. Provides a bibliography and index as well as resources and contacts listed with full address and telephone numbers.


QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM MANUAL, Kathleen M. McIntosh. New York: Planned Parenthood Federation of America, 1984. 190 p. 3-ring binder. $50.00. Designed to assist reproductive health care providers assure a consistent standard of care. Intended to avoid and correct errors, omissions and oversights which might otherwise contribute to the incidence of adverse outcomes of care and subsequent claims or suits.

### REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE MANUAL

### STANDARDS FOR OBSTETRIC, GYNECOLOGIC, AND NEONATAL NURSING

### TEACHING PATIENTS WITH LOW LITERACY SKILLS
Cecilia C. Doak, Leonard G. Doak and Jane H. Root. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1985. 171 p. $10.95. ISBN 0-397-54498-7. This guidebook for health educators and writers outlines basic concepts in providing educational materials to patients with few or no literacy skills. Techniques include: testing methods, rewriting and simplification of text, the use of audio tapes, the correct and incorrect use of illustrations and other visual aids.

### VOLUNTEER RESOURCE MANUAL
Planned Parenthood Federation of America. New York: PPFA, 1982. 143 p. $10.00. A collection of information gathered from Planned Parenthood affiliates that includes case studies, various forms and training guides. Contains a wide range of concepts that can be readily tailored to suit a variety of volunteer programs.

### POPULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUMAN NUMBERS, HUMAN NEEDS</td>
<td>Paul Harrison and John Rowley</td>
<td>London: International Planned Parenthood Federation</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>0-86089-064-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


POPULATION EDUCATION


NATIONAL FERTILITY STUDIES**


**These definitive surveys of American fertility are listed in reverse chronological sequence and illustrate the development of the Growth of American Families survey, through the National Fertility Study to the present National Survey of Family Growth.
REFERENCE


0.4 SOURCEBOOK OF SEX THERAPY, COUNSELING AND FAMILY PLANNING, Judith Norback, ed. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1983. 344 p. $32.95. ISBN 0-442-21204-6. A directory of organizations, agencies, clinics, self-help groups and practitioners arranged by subject. Subjects are introduced with descriptive information and charts and/or: abortion, careers and training, contraception and family planning, fertility and infertility, homosexuality, rape, sex change clinics, sexuality educators, sex discrimination and harassment, sexually transmitted diseases, therapists and counselors.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Press</td>
<td>1250 Sixth Ave., San Diego, CA 92101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison-Wesley</td>
<td>1 Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Guttmacher Institute</td>
<td>111 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyn &amp; Bacon</td>
<td>7 Wells Ave., Newton, MA 02159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists</td>
<td>600 Maryland Ave., SW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appleton &amp; Lange</td>
<td>25 Van Zant St., East Norwalk, CT 06855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appleton-Century-Crofts</td>
<td>Route 9 W, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association for Voluntary Surgical Contraception</td>
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